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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO SCORE A PERFECT 5. Equip yourself to ace the AP World History

Exam with The Princeton Review's comprehensive study guideâ€”including thorough content

reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, and 2 full-length practice tests with complete

answer explanations. We don't have to tell you how tough AP World History can be to remember

and analyze (after all, there's so much of it)â€”or how important getting a stellar exam score can be

to your chances of getting into your top-choice college. Written by the experts at The Princeton

Review, Cracking the AP World History Exam arms you to take on the test with:Techniques That

Actually Work.â€¢ Tried-and-true strategies to avoid traps and beat the testâ€¢ Tips for pacing

yourself and guessing logicallyâ€¢ Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harderEverything

You Need to Know for a High Score.â€¢ Comprehensive content review for all test topicsâ€¢

Up-to-date information on the 2015 AP World History Examâ€¢ Engaging activities to help you

critically assess your progressPractice Your Way to Perfection.â€¢ 2 full-length practice tests with

comprehensive answer explanationsâ€¢ Practice drills at the end of each content review chapterâ€¢

Detailed maps and helpful timelines of major developmentsdevelopments, plus chapter review

questions
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The content in here is easy to follow and gets to the point. The timeline charts at the end of each

section are certainly helpful in keeping the Big Picture in mind. There are also pop outs that identify

topics that MIGHT be good ideas for comparison essays. There are helpful charts throughout that

give you basic information if you're looking for overviews of comparative topics.CON: The practice

exams that have "full answer explainations" is a FALSE statement. They only give you the multiple

choice answers with explainations but NOTHING for any of the practice essays. As essays tend to

be the difficult portion of the exam, it is a shame and a sham that there is NOTHING included to

help explain answers to the essay questions. And to say "ask a teacher or classmate to score your

essays" is a cop out! (This is what it says on the HOW TO SCORE page).If essays are your

nemisis, use a different review guide.

I bought the 2012 version of this book, and it is such a good book. Before every chapter test, I'd

read the chapter summaries. They have great timelines too. You can't expect to do well without

doing well in the course. If you got a B or A in the course and you use this book throughout the year

and for last minute studing for the exam you'll get a 5. I got a C first quarter because I wasn't

determined. Second quarter I started using this book and I got a B. Third quarter an A, and fourth

quarter a 100% in the class A. Ended up with a 5 on the exam. This goes to show that paying

attention in class, reading the textbook and using this book will help you get far. DON'T GIVE UP if

you think it's too hard,thats what I thought but I got a five so I know you can do it too!

I took this class sophomore year as my first AP and I read the techniques and started doing notes

(highlighting and summarizing in the margin space provided) 2 weeks before the test and made a 3.

If I had started 2 months before and gotten through more than 2.5 time periods (out of 6) then I

probably would have gotten a 5. My advice: - go through and read everything up to the review

material, of that memorize techniques for writing the essays - do notes like this: read time period

chapter, go back through while writing notes in the margins, make flashcards of terms/people/etc. -

make sure you understand the timelines provided (this is VERY IMPORTANT because of how the

essay questions are asked)

The layout is different from Cracking the AP U.S. History Exam book. This one doesn't have

end-of-chapter quizzes (which come in handy) and the practice tests focus more on modern history

(not enough on Caesar and before to be comfortable for a test). Easy to read otherwise.



I was required to buy the Kaplan AP World History Review by my teacher and also had a chance to

check out Barron's through a friend. This is better than both. Kaplan treats the material well but the

practice questions are a joke. If you think the real AP questions are that easy, then you are deluding

yourself. On the other hand, Barron's questions are great but the review is mediocre and much too

detailed. Princeton Review, however, strikes a wonderful balance. Sure, there are no review

questions after each section, but in the end those aren't really necessary. The review itself is

fantastic and covers just the right material while still maintaining a "global" perspective. Of all the

books I've tried, the practice questions are by far the most like those of the CollegeBoard's and are

definitely perfect practice. Get this book, it got me a 5.

I purchased this book as part of my own personal collection for a class I'm currently teaching. I was

HORRIFIED to see that there were no review questions after each section. As a teacher and I would

imagine as a student for this difficult AP course, review questions are CRUCIAL to figuring out

whether or not you got the gist of each section. To not provide review MCQ style questions is just

LAZY on Princeton Review's part.The information is dense and I'm not positive everything is

explained really well.I would NOT recommend this book as an AP World History teacher. I don't

really like ANY of the books out there, but for my money, I recommend 5 Steps to a 5 book.

I ordered this for my daughter who is preparing for the AP World History exam, and she can't stop

raving about it. She says it is completely comprehensive in reviewing the material covered in the

course, as well as helping her formulate comparisons and recognize historical trends. She is so

much more confident now, it is well worth the money spent, whether she earns credit on the test or

not. She has a Kindle, but preferred the print version because she could highlight passages and

make personal note. Thanks Princeton Review!

I should have started using this book in the beginning of the year. I didn't start using it as class

progressed through our actual textbook until second semester, but better late than never, because it

really proved to help me through the class. The book is very clear and summative, which is ideal for

comprehending the main ideas and general significance of figures and events. The information is

very concise, a good characteristic considering more detail would render it as a textbook, and thus

redundant as it wouldn't be a review book... The multiple choice questions and justifications were

difficult for me. I practically got an F on the practice tests located in the back of the book. But the

justifications and reasoning for the answers helped me revise and develop test taking skills, as well



as better understand the material, of course.I used this book all the time. I would review it before

every quiz, test, and sometimes even just regular note taking. Literally in the 15-30 minutes before

the official exam in May, the "big test", my nose was buried in this text because of it's clear depiction

of the main idea and "big pictures", definitely a positive for the exam.I received a 5 on the A.P. exam

and this review book played a key role in contributing to the amount of knowledge I retained during

the test! :)
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